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April 6, 2022

Dear Windsor Community:

We wanted to follow-up with our community regarding the prank
incident which led to a brief lockdown at Windsor Middle School on
April 5.

There have been concerns expressed regarding “conflicting”
information from the school district and the police department
regarding the incident, and we wanted to address these concerns.
Primarily, there is no conflict, as much as an issue of timing.

Following the arrival of Windsor police on campus due to a 911 call,
WMS staff was focused on following police requests and making
sure students were safe and in their classrooms. They reached out
briefly to the District office to inform them of what was going on in
the first moments of the activity, and the information conveyed in the
moment — that the call referenced someone being hurt — was
preliminary. The District then put out a quick statement, initially
intending to inform families of the lockdown and police activity on
campus, however, in the very few minutes it took to write up the
statement, the lockdown was lifted, which was reflected in the
statement.

Following the initial 911 call, WUSD tech workers immediately aided
the police in tracing the call to a specific location (a workroom off of
a classroom) and within ten minutes, the teacher had identified the
small group of six students who would have had access to the
phone in the time frame of the call.
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After an ongoing investigation involving the school resource officer and WMS staff and
administrators, the student who made the prank phone call was identified. The District
did not learn that the caller had referenced a school shooting until this time.

While we understand the concern regarding the differences between our initial
communication and the details which emerged later, the important thing to remember is
that the primary focus of all involved was the safety of the students and staff at WMS.
WPD was on scene in less than two minutes, a soft lockdown (students in classrooms
but not taking cover or locked in) was instituted within one minute of their arrival on
campus, and the call location and potential culprits determined within moments. In all,
the soft lockdown lasted approximately 15 minutes.

While we certainly understand that this circumstance was alarming for families, and we
will continue to refine our process to be able to provide better information quickly, the
first duty of all WUSD employees is to ensure the safety of students.

WUSD is grateful for the prompt response of the WPD and looks forward to working
with them to continue to align our communications in the future.

Jeremy Decker
Superintendent
Windsor Unified School District
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